We promote introduction of risk-awareness in the design and operation of communications networks and services. This means explicit and systematic consideration of uncertainties related to improper behavior of the web of interdependent networks and the resulting consequences for individuals, companies and a society as a whole. Central activities are the recognition of events challenging dependability together with the assessment of their probabilities and impacts. While recognizing the complex technical, business and societal issues, we employ an overall risk framing approach containing risk assessment, response and monitoring. Our paradigm gathers topics that are currently dispersed in various fields of network activities. We review the current state of risk-related activities in networks, identify deficiencies and challenges, and suggest techniques, procedures, and metrics towards higher risk-awareness.
Introduction
It is a generally recognized fact that people depend more and more deeply on a complex web of interdependent communications networks, in particular the Internet. Risks associated to the failures of electronic communications reverberate directly across society. We must be aware of those risks and decide how to face them.
The literature dealing with risk is extensive, ranging from Lowrance's classic [1] to the recent [2] [3] [4] [5] . Looking only into a few papers recently published in RESS like [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , we can see that the topic is gaining momentum in various contexts, also in networking. Most of the risk literature is, however, either general or focused on industries in which life danger or societal consequences of failures are spectacularly high (e.g., safety of energy provisioning, aviation, railways, or oil drilling platforms). In contrast, the context of communications networks is underrepresented, although the inclusion of risk in reliability analyses has been advocated in some papers (e.g., in [11] for networks or [12] for dependable computing). With this paper we intend to promote the issue of networking risk in a comprehensive way, and illustrate possible approaches.
Lowrance [1] defined risk as 'a measure of the probability and severity of adverse effects. ' Kaplan and Garrick [13] specified the notion of risk as a triplet consisting of a risk scenario (including the event sequence leading to the unfortunate event), the likelihood of that scenario, and the consequences of the scenario (damage created). Along these lines, we consider that also in networking there are three basic components that should be considered to properly address risk:
• clear recognition of events that challenge network dependability, • assessment of their probability (conditioned on available information, thus often subjective/Bayesian) and extent, trying to take into account uncertainties involved, and • assessment of their impact, an element mostly neglected in our context so far. However, as we will discuss extensively in this paper, the dependability problems of communication networks and the associated risks are to a large extent different from those in the fields traditionally considered safetycritical or risk-prone. One of the main challenges is that the rhythm of innovation in communications is now so fast that the networks must be considered as continuously changing. We can still recognize the usage of technical innovations as proceeding through three phases: from being a technological toy to becoming an alternative to the devices and services in place, to finally representing the dominant solution. In the world of Internet applications, the progress from a toy to a dominant way of acting happens often at very fast pace. Moreover, networking paradigms are changing -consider, e.g., the current trend towards cloud computing.
So far, risk in network design and operation has been present mainly implicitly, while here we emphasize the need to deal with it explicitly. Nowadays, a typical approach to reliability is technology-oriented. The occurring failures are classified according to their roots, frequencies, and time durations. Granting full connectivity and survivability to those failures is the ultimate end in itself. For that purpose, recovery methods are introduced, with a basic focus on connectivity restoration, assessment of actual downtimes incurred before traffic can be sent again, and optimization of backup resources. However, in practice we must recognize that there are a number of higher-level issues that require a finer attention to the consequences of failures and the people or companies affected by them. We can identify both business and societal issues. The service provided by an operator is typically just a part in a longer service chain, so that the service provider has to cooperate with the other providers supplying other rings of the chain. At the same time that service belongs with a service portfolio offered by the operator to customers of different relevance and profile, where each service has different technical needs. Service disruptions do not have all the same business consequences.
The liability of a network operator if the service provided to its customers degrades is defined in Service Level Agreements (SLA). They typically include performance bounds on some basic service parameters (e.g., the minimum guaranteed bitrate), but generally do not go much beyond granting a basic degree of dependability in terms of service features like Quality of Service (QoS), availability and security [14] . However, communications services are nowadays so pervasive that a number of human activities, sometimes vital, rely on them: the influence of critical infrastructures to people's lives (and the consequences of catastrophes) is so heavy that they are typically supervised by state authorities, and go quite beyond the simple business relationship between service provider and customer. Therefore, evaluation of services just through some technical dependability parameters leads to a very narrow viewpoint. Adopting a risk-aware networking approach allows us to consider and reconcile both technical and higher-level perspectives.
Although dependability can be affected by intentional attacks on the network, in this paper we limit our interest to risks related to service disruptions due to network failures that are not caused by malicious actions 4 , considering all unintentional events after which some network elements (hardware, software, protocols) cease to work properly. We structure our discussion adopting notions of NIST Special Publication 800-39 [16] on the management of information security risk in a company, which is the most relevant level of responsibility in this context. This recommendation divides the risk management process into the following four activities:
• Risk framing: the umbrella action that produces a whole risk management strategy for the organization, where assumptions on challenging events are enumerated and the three points below are accomplished.
• Risk assessment: to identify possible problems, and estimate their frequencies and impact, first qualitatively and then quantitatively.
• Risk response: to determine reactions to predicted risk, where basic options include acceptance, avoidance, mitigation, sharing, or transfer.
• Risk monitoring: to check whether the selected responses have performed well, and provide feedback to re-evaluate and update response policies. Unfortunately, the development of scientific methods to assess networking risks is still in progress. Although there are many notable activities contributing to this area, some already with a long history and a considerable maturity (see , the entire view has not been grasped yet in a sufficiently comprehensive and organized way. Rather, a lot of work has been done concerning the risk-aware paradigm we are advocating, but it is dispersed in many various regulatory, standardization, research, planning, operational and maintenance as well as infrastructure resilience activities. They should be recognized and promoted as a whole, so that each part would really add to the meaning and significance of the others in the context of the risk-aware networking.
Our emphasis is somewhat different from that of complex systems science, where new theoretical tools are developed for better understanding of emergent features and phenomena of large networks (see, e.g., [17] ). Such insights can be valuable for understanding general relations like scaling laws, and perhaps even for rough evaluation of some risks. For example, it is a mathematical fact that if the distribution of node degrees is appropriately heavy-tailed, then even a random placement of links yields a 'softly hierarchical' network topology with short connections and high robustness [18] . We, however, are calling for higher risk-awareness of all players in actual, practical communications networking. Properly understood, it includes awareness of theoretical advances in complex network research.
In this paper, following the description of the risk management process recalled above, we investigate four realms of interest for risk-aware networking. In Section 2 about methodology, we claim that risk-aware networking needs a methodology (risk framing) that reflects the multi-faceted nature of the subject. In Section 3 about techniques, we show that there are several techniques of mostly mathematical character that are essential for assessing network dependability and risk. In Section 4 on recovery methods, we show that the main technical response to risk is its mitigation when we design the network aiming at its survivability, and risk sharing combined with service differentiation when the agreements between the service provider and its customer implicitly include a trade-off between cost and quality. Finally, in Section 5 on practices, we claim that network design and operation practices must be adapted to cater for proper risk monitoring, an indispensable part of risk-awareness. We conclude by expanding the view to the whole ecosystem of networking companies, and emphasizing the role of regulators in defining the responsibilities and accountability of network and service providers.
Risk Framing: on the Methodology of RiskAware Networking
The current Internet is both large and extremely complex. It is based on an ecosystem of continuously evolving technical organizations and companies providing communications facilities and services. Its design is based on the work of practitioners and scientists, while various rules for its construction and use, as well as guidelines for its evolution, are set by national and international regulation authorities 5 . While discussing the risk due to failures of this communication infrastructure, we have at least four classes of actors playing a role, and having different points of view, as shown in Fig. 1 . The four actor classes differ as to their interests and the threats they face, as well as for their range of action, see Table 1 . The class represented by network and service providers is the only one that is able to directly influence the network and modify it, and therefore it is natural that the provider's point of view slightly dominates the risk perspective. The aim of researchers is mostly to find algorithms and computational techniques for tasks like resilient design and efficient monitoring. In this paper we also seek to contribute to high-level understanding of the complexity of risk-related issues and support risk-aware networking. The achievement of this goal is valuable for the providers and regulators, and eventually for the users.
Risk Management Cycle
Even the hardware-centric world of providers ought to study the network as a compound socio-technical system, functioning on one hand within human societies and on the other hand in a natural physical environment. A system approach is necessary, but detailed system-theoretic modeling is possible only for well-defined sub-systems. For more vaguely characterized systems, and in particular when human factors have a prominent role, one could prefer methods like Checkland's Soft Systems Methodology [19] . According to this approach, the researcher does not see the world as a set of well-distinguished systems, but as a realm of complex purposeful activities for which models are constructed within a learning process aimed also at improving those activities.
In this spirit, we consider risk-aware networking, seen principally from the provider's viewpoint, as a control cycle presented in Fig. 2 . An existing network is continuously observed (by monitoring, customer feedback. . . ), and some kind of a picture of its dependability status is maintained. However, when speaking of risk monitoring, special attention should be directed to failures with potentially severe consequences, and losses experienced by users should also be monitored as far as possible. Various degrees of analysis and processing of the raw observation data may be required here. On the basis of the observed status, decisions on network changes, including those of network support systems and relations to external networks, are taken. An important task here is the adequate assessment of risks related to the network. While risk factors related to 'normal' failures can, at least in principle, be estimated quantitatively on the basis of failure and loss statistics, thorough qualitative analyses may reveal system vulnerabilities with still a high level of risk. Many other factors than dependability-related ones influence the decisions, but we do not deal with them here.
Note that the inner cycle of Fig. 2 could basically apply to any network provider, whereas the tasks of analysis and risk assessment require additional expertise and are often neglected. The consequence of this is that the 'picture' and the risk response can be unfounded. Contrary to the current state, they should be mandatory in risk-aware networking. The most relevant techniques and practices related to those tasks will be discussed in detail in Sections 3 and 5, respectively.
Risk Framing for Communications Networks
There is a tendency to see the network as a single entity, but this is far from reality. The network is composed by a number of autonomous subnetworks, which may provide services at different layers, and be owned and operated by a number of different parties. In this context an autonomous subnetwork is to be intended as capable of taking its decisions independently of other players, e.g., concerning its design, its operations, its interconnection, its purchase of services, its cooperation on a peer-to-peer basis. Those subnetworks interact in a complex manner to provide end-user services. It is more correct to regard the network as an ecosystem of networking companies, where each of them has its own business model and a place in the value chain. In this setting, each actor simultaneously competes and co-operates with other market actors. A typical example of the inter-relationships in this context is illustrated in Fig. 3 . In that picture each cloud represents an autonomous entity, while the clouds depicted within each dotted box represent entities belonging to the same company (i.e., companies A, B, and D), with a common governance and coordination.
The end service providers deliver services (e.g., cellular telephony) to end users. These co-operate for roaming and interconnection, but concurrently they may compete for the same subscribers. In Fig. 3 , companies A and B have their own service platforms for delivery, while company C leases all its delivery services from company A. The latter is a vertical provider, operating all facets of the service delivery. However, also for this kind of providers, it is common to rent the housing and transport capacity from others. The transport capacity may be provided either as links/leased lines or through the use of virtual routers owned and operated by another party. The fact that the different technology layers may be owned and operated by different entities hinders a global view. A specialized service provider, which may play a role of a location provider or clearing house, is also indicated. It is foreseen that in the future there will be an increasing number of such providers, forming a complex value chain for a compound end user service.
In this context, it should also be reminded that end users may be served by several access networks and a number of intermediate Autonomous Systems to reach the service platform of a provider they are looking for.
In the risk assessment context we should also take into account that networks that may appear as completely independent of each other, may in fact share strong commonalities in their environment. For example,
• power to networks or components that should act as backup of each other may be provided by the same supplier; • cables owned by different carriers may be placed in the same cable duct or ditch; • equipment operated by different provides may reside in the same housing facility. For instance, it is quite common for the cellular access that the base stations of different operators, possibly using various technologies, are co-located. The last but not least player that should be mentioned in this networking ecosystem, is the equipment manufacturer. Usage of homogeneous equipment and software throughout the network is a recognized source of common mode logical and design failures and should be accounted for in a risk analysis. Apart from this fact, there is a trend among network operators to outsource the operation and maintenance of their networks to companies associated with the manufacturers, see for instance [20] . This is also a source of dependencies between services delivered by apparently independent providers and should be addressed in a risk analysis. See also a discussion on theoretical aspects of this issue below in Section 3.2. Fig. 4 collects the major aspects of Internet networking that should be considered at the risk framing stage. The three dimensions of complexity are:
• horizontal sectioning;
• vertical layers of network technology/protocol;
• market elements related to the commercially optimized sharing of resources within the system of different network providers. While developing the methodologies supporting riskawareness, we may take guidance from networking systems, such as aviation and railways, where risk assessment methodologies are more mature. The field of communications shares some properties with those, since:
• there can be many competing providers sharing their resources, • business solutions are networked, • outsourcing is used, and • there is a continuous adaptation to new technologies. However, there are major differences. We point out that:
• communications networking does not have any central control unlike the ones used for common airspace, • in communications networking the availability is rarely sacrificed if problems arise (to stop unsafe services), and • the challenge in the communications risk assessment is the incomparably fast, heterogeneous development of technologies, components, and net- work usage patterns. Thus, on the whole, communications networks are heterogeneous and fast moving objects for risk assessments and a large flexibility is needed in the methodology. On the other hand, when time scales and focus are narrowed and targets restricted, we become closer to a well-defined homogeneous (sub-)system.
A risk-aware network operator has also to take into consideration diverse techniques and practices related to causes of failures, network fault-resilience, failure statistics and the estimation of losses, together with their underlying assumptions and limitations. Moreover, the difference of the user, provider and regulator viewpoints highlights the need for various system methods and models according to the particular requirements of risk assessment, starting from a user's interests up to the regulator's concerns on the dependability of the communication infrastructure as a whole. Note that the network recovery with respect to 'normal failures' is not unrelated to the occurrence of big crashes and resilience against them. Serious disturbances may result from unexpected coincidences or from hidden vulnerabilities, but both cases can be counteracted (although never totally prevented) by continuous care for network dependability, e.g., through:
• resilient network design,
• research on the functioning of algorithms and software, • tracking of vulnerabilities, and • high safety culture at core network facilities.
Risk Assessment and Modeling Techniques
First, we elaborate on mechanisms used for dealing with failures as the main factors responsible for increasing risk related to telecom operations. Then, we present the extent of dangers related to failures occurrence along with problems of gathering meaningful statistics, giving a global view of this phenomenon. Afterwards, we sketch foundations of the theoretical aspects of risk modeling. All of the presented techniques can be used for quantification of the design and prediction of the resilient network behavior.
Network Reliability
The reliability of a network is typically evaluated by the probability that two nodes are (physically) connected through a communications chain. A more effective approach would include the evaluation of the actual capacity provided to carry the customer's traffic. Two nodes may be connected but with a traffic capacity between them inadequate to provide the desired services. In short, it can be said that a satisfactory level of QoS or even Quality of Experience (QoE) are the sufficient conditions for successful networking, while connectivity is only a necessary one.
When neither repairs nor recovery methods are taken into account 6 , the reliability function can however be used as the basic measure for a single network element (e.g., a node or a link). It determines the probability that an element operates properly beyond an assumed mission time t, starting at time 0. Any single element alternates therefore between up and down states. The uptime, i.e., the period of the uninterrupted work, can be taken as a measure of failure frequencies 7 , and is usually estimated by its mean, MUT. Similarly, we measure the average duration of downtimes, MDT. Since the downtime can be viewed as the time needed for the element to recover from its failed state, MDT and MUT are equivalent to the mean time to recovery, MTTR, and the mean time to (first) failure, MTTF, respectively. Despite the fact that we have many theoretical and advanced models related to the network reliability theory, commonly applied network modeling of repairable systems has been limited to steady-state availability analysis, which combines the information on mean up-and downtimes.
Turning from single elements to connections (or services), we may define the availability A of a connection as the probability that the connection is up, expressed through the ratio A = MUT/(MUT + MDT). An important property of these metrics is that they might be directly perceived by an end user. From the viewpoint of risk assessment however, availability alone is not sufficient as a risk assessment basis. It can be misleading, since it is an average and does not account for the possibly wide dispersion around the average. Additionally, it does not allow to recover the frequency and impact of failures, since it provides just the ratio of the up-and downtimes. Therefore, a quantitative approach focused on service continuity is necessary [21] .
Reliability metrics can be included in networking risk assessment using Kaplan and Garrick's [13] triplets (s i , p i , c i ), where s i represents the event, p i is the probability of that event, and c i is the impact (consequence) of that event. In the networking context, we can say that for instance: s 1 = fault of link 1; p 1 = unavailability of link 1, or MTTF for this link; and c 1 is traffic loss related to the failure of link 1, provided an assumed recovery method is applied, etc. Alternatively, c i may be expressed in a way that is more relevant for the provider's business or the customer's satisfaction, e.g., as penalties due to SLA violation (in money units), as customer churn rates, or through quality deterioration metrics (increase of download times, decrease of streaming video QoE, etc.).
Failure Statistics
A network operator is risk-aware if it is able to credibly predict failure probabilities and their impact. Measurements of up-and downtimes are needed not only for direct computing of performance indicators but also for forming adequate modeling assumptions. Better models would help reliability prediction, and consequently risk assessment, of future networks. Two issues are challenging in this context:
• dependencies between failure events, • the non-Markovian character of failure processes. Moreover, we assume that many large operators assume risk-aware policies that require high-availability networks. Therefore, single points of failure should be avoided. This raises the crucial problem of a proper modeling of multiple failures. So far, the most commonly applied approach to reliability considered failures as independent events despite there are some notable scientific contributions going beyond it, for instance the hazard potential approach [22] . Other generic models for correlated failures include Markovian models [23, 24] , a martingale approach to failure dynamics [25] , and a recent general framework based on normal copulas [26] . The independence assumption is very useful for mathematical convenience to decrease complexity, but it is generally false. In fact, measurements [27, 28] indicate that failures in communications networks may often be correlated. Overlooking this would result in dangerous overestimation of the actual reliability [29] , which leads to undervaluation of the actual risk incurred.
Measurements on the operational Sprint network [27] indicate that about 30% of failures take place either simultaneously or within a few seconds of one another on different links. Assuming independent link failures would suggest that joint ones be extremely rare. In addition to sheer chance, reasons behind a multiple failure may fall in the following three categories:
• structural: two systems share a common service or component; • dynamic: a failure of one component increases the stress on another; • epistemic: the first failure remains unobserved until the second occurs. The last case means that if network monitoring is not implemented carefully and thoroughly, single faults may go unnoticed, hidden by automatic recovery, and only multiple faults will lead to a system failure. As regards structural reasons, one can point to common equipment among providers, common physical infrastructure among carriers and between seemingly diverse access networks, common operation and maintenance activities among providers, and other commonalities along the market elements in Fig. 4 .
The analysis of network failure data suggests that assuming failure processes to be Markovianmemoryless, possessing exponentially distributed upand downtimes-may not be justified. Downtime durations of network elements have been reported to be sub-exponential or heavy-tailed. Thus, long failure durations are more frequent than what simple Markovian models suggest, and this should be taken into account during risk assessment in relation to the events impact. A summary of statistical network failure modeling and analysis methods appearing in recent literature is presented in Table 2 .
Unfortunately, appropriate failure measurement data are rarely publicly accessible, with [35] as one of few positive exceptions. Still, any up and downtime data are valuable in developing reliability modeling as it prompts for more practical models and reveals areas in which the current data collection needs to be improved. Large IP network Failure clustering [34] Even with simple data and network information it is possible to provide estimates of the experienced availability for network customers [30] widening the scope of network planning and management.
Loss Estimation
Loss is a major metric to evaluate the impact of riskincurring events on the service layer, and is easily perceived by customers. There is a whole chain of losses at different levels in a communications network. At the bottom (the Layering-axis of Fig. 4) , there are losses of data at the physical layer. But, because of unsuccessful recovery or lack of retransmission mechanisms, such losses propagate to higher layers, resulting in application losses, the ones that generate real harm to a service. The proper context for risk assessment is therefore located at the application layer. In fact, the same amount of traffic loss at the physical layer can result in different service disruptions for the customer: compare for instance a loss of single private voice call vs. emergency call. At the design stage, we can set an upper bound for losses under the reference design conditions, and obtain therefore a conservative estimate. Two groups of losses can be identified as follows.
• Direct losses: related to the accumulated unfinished work due to failure occurrence [36, 37] , that is traffic lost by being sent to NULL interfaces or traffic that would be carried if a connection were not broken 8 . Exact modeling of this type of losses has rarely been used. Instead, the loss is assumed to be proportional to downtime and transfer rate. This is not an extensively studied phenomenon; as far as the authors know, [38] is the only paper that discusses this group of losses. Sometimes, experimental data are analysed to fit known distributions, as in [30] .
• Indirect losses: generated by secondary effects, e.g., when traffic flows are re-routed from failed paths and can cause congestion and buffer overflows on the paths that have received the re-routed traffic. Though the customer is not affected directly, QoS/QoE is decreased (a negative externality). This category of losses is typically not taken into account. Its evaluation has to, however, consider current and dynamic network conditions as topology, load, and routing.
Risk Metrics and Networking Business
Previously, we dealt with the statistical characteristics of network failures. However, a new dimension should be added to the reliability issue, by moving beyond the operational view and considering the business risk for the service providers, society and consumer activity associated with downtimes. Here we delineate a mathematical risk theory for networks, drawing from nonnetworking contexts.
A mathematical risk theory, providing models for the economical losses associated with adverse events, is well developed in the contexts of the finance [39] and insurance business sectors [40] . In the former, the aim is to analyze the variation of the value assigned to a portfolio of securities consisting of stocks or bonds, as the market conditions change. Downturn events may result in the fall of the value of a stock (the market risk) or in the default of a money borrower (the credit risk). On the other hand, in the case of insurance, the best known method for risk transfer, the aim is to evaluate the economical losses associated with an insurance policy, should the insured-against event take place (e.g., the loss of an asset or the occurrence of damages), and correspondingly, to set the insurance premium.
The aim of a mathematical risk theory for networking would be to provide mathematical tools to associate a risk measure with the overall set of downturns that may affect the network service, for instance: failures, indirect traffic losses, or malfunctioning. The introduction duced by customers who notice failures and stop sending traffic. Nevertheless, this unsent amount of traffic is not charged and represents a loss of potential revenues to an operator, thus also being a failure impact.
of a mathematical risk theory may also provide a different view of the protection means against such downturns.
We first consider the issue of direct risk metrics. Above all, the translation of the risk concept to the networking context calls for the identification of risk in this case. In the insurance/banking context the risk is naturally expressed in monetary units. This is not the case in the networking context. Here the risk is related to the failure to provide services as embodied in the operatorcustomer relationship. But such a failure is typically expressed through reliability-related events, and namely in network-centric units. For example, we are used to consider the network connectivity, the failure occurrence rate and its duration, the degradation in the Quality of Service (loss rate, packet delay). Therefore, we need to convert those reliability or QoS metrics into economical losses. Examples of network downturns that may be converted into monetary expressions are:
• the amount of lost traffic when the Quality of Service is degraded, • the amount of lost traffic when the customer's connection is broken, • the penalty paid by the operator to its customer (individual or institutional) under SLA or a threat of judiciary actions; • the effort that has to be spent to restore the service, both as capital expenditures for purchase of new equipment to replace the failed one and as operational expenditures on a maintenance team. A proposal to assess the economic value of some of these downturns is reported in [41] in the context of an economics-based traffic management system, where the penalties stated in SLA and the market price of leased lines are used to evaluate the economical damage associated with traffic loss. We can note that the relationship between reliability and economical losses is not a straightforward one: for instance, in [42] it has been shown that a system with a larger reliability level is not necessarily characterized by smaller losses caused by failures.
In network operations, losses are not isolated cases concerning a single point of failure and a single customer. They occur quite continuously (luckily, on a small scale, most of the time) and involve a number of customers each time. In the finance context the risk for a security owner is determined by the aggregation of the securities it holds, that is, its portfolio of securities, some of which may lose money and others do not. An analogous situation takes place in the banking context for the credit risk of a money lender, and in the insurance context for the portfolio of insurance policies held by an insuring company. A similar approach holds for the networking context as well, where we may consider a portfolio composed of customers/services (an approach proposed in [26] ) and the losses associated with such a portfolio.
We need anyway a method to map the adverse events occurring on the network into a quantity characterizing the economic risk incurred by the network operator. As hinted above, this is actually a two-step process. First, we convert the network-centric measure of service disruption into an economic measure representing the losses associated to the service disruption, and then we compute a single metric summing up the overall effect of those losses. If we indicate the random variable representing the losses by X, an overall measure of risk on X is a functional ρ(X) that maps the probability distribution of the random variable X into a positive real number. The most common measure of risk developed in the contexts recalled above is the Value-at-Risk (VaR) [39] :
where
is the inverse probability distribution function of X. VaR(α) represents the maximum loss incurred with probability α (the probability that the loss is greater than the VaR(α) value is 1 − α). Despite being widely used as a reference metric in many risk management environments, VaR has received a considerable criticism (see [43] , where alternative measures of risk are also surveyed, and [44] for a more general critical analysis of risk measures). A major problem with VaR is that it does not consider the potential extreme losses exceeding the VaR itself. At least this shortcoming can be avoided if we employ the alternative metric Tail Valueat-Risk, also known as Conditional Value-at-Risk (TVaR or CVaR), which measures the expected value of the losses larger than VaR (hence, it is larger than VaR):
(2) When α is very close to 1, the resulting TVaR(α) or VaR(α) can be taken as proxies for the maximum loss to be expected. Both measures are shown for comparison in Fig. 5 , where a sample probability density function of X (e.g., the losses incurred during a time period of one month) is reported. The Volatility is a measure of the dispersion of losses around the average value (in practice, the standard deviation of losses in the reference period of time).
Both VaR and TVaR represent univariate measures of risk, since they provide a single value. They are the metrics of choice when all the risk facets can be aggregated, possibly after a preliminary conversion into the same unit of measure, e.g., monetary value. However, it may happen that different sources of risk need to be considered separately, so that the joint value of different risk components is of interest rather than the aggregated risk. Another situation arises when one wishes to consider risk components that are not amenable to a monetary expression, for instance by considering at the same time QoS, security, and monetary loss metrics. In those situations we may resort to multivariate risk measures, such as those analyzed for instance in [45] .
Though so far we have relied a lot on metrics derived from the finance context, some caution needs to be exercised when translating those metrics in the networking area. A major difference is that the events of interest in finance or insurance industries are point events, such as the default of a company or the disaster occurrence to the insured company. Instead, in the networking context most events of interest have an associated duration (e.g., the time needed to repair a failure), and losses grow with the duration of the event. Therefore, we need to associate a time dimension to the risk measure, so that we should refer the Value-at-Risk to a specified time period, e.g., VaR over a year. An example of the application of the VaR metric in the networking context is provided in [26] .
The evaluation of any risk metric in networks is, however, a difficult task for a number of reasons. In fact, as it was said in Section 3.3, a relevant component of the risk incurred during failures is the traffic loss when QoS or QoE is degraded or the connectivity is lost, with all associated problems. In addition, the computation of the risk measure often involves correlated variables. There are two reasons for this:
• many failures are correlated or depend on a common source of failures (see Section 3.2); • even if correlated failures are neglected, risks associated to SLAs are correlated since they may refer to the same network region. Finally, downturns are typically rare and their evaluation in a complex environment is likely to call for a simulation-based evaluation where we have to resort to variance reduction techniques.
Techniques for Assessment Integration
In addition to the mathematical techniques recalled in the previous sections, which allow us to evaluate the impact of risky events under precise modelling assumptions, there are semi-formal methods that may be useful in risk assessment even when the network system as a whole is not modeled formally. An example is represented by dependability cases, which are defined in [46] as 'a documented body of evidence that provides a convincing and valid argument that the network is adequately dependable, taking all aspects of dependability into account, for a given application in a given environment.' A basic structure of the dependability case consists of three key elements, whose chain of relationships can be illustrated as follows:
Those elements are characterized as:
• the available evidence, i.e., all kinds of documented facts about the network, including maintenance procedures, failure data etc.; and • the stated goals, or claims about different aspects of dependability; they are usually subdivided into a hierarchy of subclaims; as well as • explicitly formulated arguments, which provide support to the claims on the basis of evidence. The above scheme is an adaptation of the definition of so-called safety cases used in the safety assessment of large systems like nuclear power plants [47, 48] . A dependability case gathers dependability-related information on a complex system in one document (or document structure), organized according to the claim-argumentevidence logic.
Although an experimental dependability case of the Finnish University Network was reported in [49] , network risk assessment has not been approached yet with the 'case' methodology, as far as we know. However, we would like to point out at this possibility for the future.
Risk Response: Recovery Methods and Service Differentiation
We divide approaches to risk response into two groups. The first of them has a long tradition in de-signing a network so that it applies mechanisms that provide survivability to failures. What is new, is the emphasis laid on necessity for introduction of differentiated mechanisms suited for various types of services in order to properly address many levels of risks related to them. The second group has an economical character and paradoxically can be in many cases a quick win option for an operator that does not has sufficient resources to effectively use technical means or assumes additional methods of protecting its value chain.
Technical Means
Unintentional outages due to failures represent the main risk in communications networks. Thus, risk mitigation is achieved mainly by making networks resilient in the face of failures (fault-tolerant, survivable), through recovery mechanisms that automatically adopt redundancy (spare resources, backup) to switch the traffic affected by failures. Various recovery mechanisms can also be employed to introduce service differentiation. It represents a form of risk sharing, since the customer and the network operator may use the SLA to agree on the respective levels of responsibility in the presence of service degradation.
We can adopt either of two approaches to network resilience against failures: the engineering approach focused on the implementation of technically available mechanisms, and the operations research approach emphasizing optimization goals or the pursuit of mechanisms meeting requirements related to selected network services. The first approach can be treated as a bottomup one: the choice of network technology limits the set of available recovery methods that can be used; then the resulting costs and quality is influenced by that choice. On the other hand, the application of the operations research approach, i.e., an approach not restricted by what is present in the equipment or standards, is topdown: first a designer assumes some constraints, for instance related to the quality, and then tries to select an optimized recovery method from a broad spectrum of possibilities. A typical goal is the minimization of cost. In this case, the set of recovery methods is usually loosely limited, and sometimes quite unrealistic options are treated as available (e.g., optical layer rerouting). Now, with the advent and implementation of sophisticated recovery methods, e.g., supported by the automatic control plane under Generalized Multiprotocol Label Switching in fixed networks, the engineering and operations research perspectives converge and enable the adoption of applicable cost-and risk-optimized recovery methods, making risk response feasible. No special reservation Figure 6 : Classification of network recovery mechanisms. The prefix pre-is used to mean that the process is performed before a failure occurs, i.e., with a pro-active approach.
In order to facilitate the design process, several classifications of possible recovery methods have been introduced. They have a twofold meaning: (1) a presentation of the spectrum of possible methods to mitigate risk, i.e., an educational role; and (2) an indication of the degrees of freedom associated to each method, so as to allow for a preliminary rough design selection. The classifications typically adopt some rule of thumb that includes cost and quality features, and allow for service differentiation (and the subsequent risk sharing). Here we report a quite comprehensive classification, which includes five dimensions [50] . That classification is also sketched in Fig. 6: (I) Domains, involved in recovery operation (see the Sectioning-axis in Fig. 4 ): (1) intra-domain (single domain): fast (i.e., decreasing impact), but enabling only local optimization, and (2) interdomain (multiple domains): assuring global optimization, but slower, hardly enabling quality control, and prone to operator's resistance to reveal sensitive information. (II) Layers in which the recovery operates, (see the Layering-axis in Fig. 4 ): (1) single layer based, where the recovery may take place either at lower layers-fast but usually expensive-or at higher layers-slower but potentially cheaper and more flexible (enabling better service differentiation due to the involved connection granularity)-and (2) multiple layers based, with the actions on multiple layers being either uncoordinatedsimple but costly-or coordinated-potentially cheaper, but complex.
(III) Scope of recovery, defining which part(s) of the end-to-end connection are to be recovered (the scope is typically limited to intra-domain recovery): (1) local (single link, node): fast but involving complex optimization and potentially expensive, (2) global (path, end-to-end): slower, easier to optimize, and (3) segment: intermediate between the two above. (IV) Set-up method of recovery resources, which defines the timing relationship between the failure and the determination of the recovery action, with the two basic cases being:
(1) re-active, computed on demand (known as restoration or re-routing), coming from the IP world, being flexible but slow, and (2) proactive, pre-computed (called protection), which is robust and fast, but rather costly, typical for connection-oriented fixed telecommunications networks (SONET/SDH, MPLS), having many sub-types dependent on the technology applied. (V) Sharing of recovery resources, which defines the degree of sharing of the redundant resources adopted for recovery: (1) dedicated: very costly but fast, (2) shared: quite robust and with a reasonable cost, and (3) with no special reservation of resources, relevant for all types of re-active methods, flexible and cost-efficient but slow. The options associated to each dimension employed in the classification allow for a very wide range of riskaware choices, which affect both network design and management, with implications on several time-scales. Most typically, we have three levels of actions, with their own time horizon. We have dimensioning activities, which are accomplished with years-long perspectives. We have routing, that allocates existing resources for time periods lasting months or days. And on the smallest time-scale we have traffic engineering, where decisions are taken hour-by-hour.
Since the engineering and the operations research approaches have somewhat different goals, their outcomes are expected to be diverse. While the former, directed at operational goals, aims at reducing disruption, the latter tries to minimize costs. The optimization solutions that consider thresholds on quality parameters agreed in an SLA are quite rare, although some works have recently been published [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] . However, the disruption is usually considered statically, and the aim is the minimization of the mean downtime or steady-state probability of unsuccessful recovery. But the perceived disruption, impacting QoE, is not the recovery time reduction itself, but either the simulated loss of traffic or the delay incurred due to failures. The divergence of results obtained through the two approaches stems also from the fact that cost-optimized methods tend to involve sharing and a larger scope of recovery (global or segment), while fast recovery, minimizing disruption, is achieved through dedication of resources and acts on a local level. Methods combining cost-effectiveness and limitation of failure impact should rearrange a connection after a performance threshold is exceeded (e.g., concerning the maximum number of failures), but they intrinsically involve difficult dynamic optimization algorithms. Additionally, when we consider the layer at which the recovery action takes place, higher layer methods are better from the cost viewpoint due to their finer granularity, while coarse lower layer methods are fast and expensive as they operate on bulky data but do not allow for differentiation. All those aspects should be taken into account by a risk-aware network designer.
In order to introduce a risk-aware approach and allow for risk sharing, it should be avoided to take into account just the operator's perspective and neglect the customer's perception of the service. In fact, the customer is directly affected by failures and is the party mostly interested in the correct evaluation of their impact. Risk assessment without taking into account the customer's role leads to a very partial view. Reliability, risk, and costs are linked by the service features agreed on in the SLA, which represents a relevant tool to enforce a fully risk-aware view by the network operator. For example, the customer's perspective can be included when a broad portfolio of service classes is considered, with different levels of resilience, and the associated various levels of risk sharing [56] . Although the existing SLAs are quite general from this viewpoint (they typically take into account just the steady-state availability), even the existing standardization and recommendation solutions envisage a very large set of metrics that can constitute a base for service differentiation. Aside from measures inspired by the reliability theory, we can find metrics as various as QoE or the number of concurrent failures [57] . With the adoption of a risk-aware approach, it is time to use such a broad set of metrics as a basis to set performance thresholds and define penalties for their violation in SLA.
Market Means
A risk management approach to reliability allows us to consider risk mitigation and hedging strategies as accompanying the network-related ones, such as redundancy or fast recovery provisioning. In fact, we can adopt protection measures at a management level, not relying on the operator's own network. We can classify such risk mitigation measures under the following two categories:
• expansive strategies, where we aim to preserve the revenue stream; • protective strategies, where we aim to recover the damage due to failures.
The former category includes those measures by which the operator keeps the service going for its customers, though relying on the networks of other operators rather than its own. If the operator keeps the service going, it keeps cashing on the traffic delivered for its customers, though it will have to pay the alternative operator for that. In order to have this alternative available at the sudden and unpredictable time of failure, the operator must have bought rights of usage on other networks in advance. Buying such rights on demand could not be possible, because the alternative network is not available, or could prove to be too expensive when the offering party uses its dominant position, taking advantage of the urgent need of the provider having outage problems in its network. A preventive purchase of usage rights is represented by the option for leasing spectrum examined in [58] .
On the other hand, the operator may choose to accept the loss resulting from the failure of its network, but recovering at least part of its loss by subscribing to an insurance policy. In that case the operator pays a premium against network-related disasters, and receives the compensation on the occurrence of failures. An example of this strategy is the one against security risks on the Internet, proposed in [59] . An alternative form of protection is that guaranteed by the so-called CAT bonds (CAT is for 'catastrophe'), issued for natural disasters as well as for man-made and malicious attacks [60] . Here the time sequence of money exchanges is reversed with respect to classical insurance policy. In an insurance policy the network operator pays a premium upfront and receives a compensation if and when the insured-against event takes place. In CAT bond the operator issues a bond, which is bought by investors wishing to take on the risk faced by the operator. Though the operator receives the price paid by the investors upfront, it is then compelled to pay a periodic coupon to compensate them for their risk-taking. However, if the event that is insured against by the bond takes place before the bond's expiry time, the provider is not obliged to pay the principal back to the investors, who then suffer the risk related to the failure.
Risk Monitoring and Related Practices
In this section we discuss some issues related to the operation of networks and provisioning of services that will have great impact on the risk associated with networking. Practical models should cope when confronted with some of the real problems:
• absence of single entity to control the network;
• limitation of the insight into underlaying failures and fault handling processes; or • the network is under constant change and evolution, in fact times between equipment and topology changes in communications networks have the same order of magnitude as times between severe failures. The most important issues are discussed below. Firstly, we emphasize the relationships of Internet market players. Secondly, we position the role of regulators in this market. Thirdly, practical aspects of network operation are discussed, with the emphasis put on human factors. And at the end of the section, we give an overview of current practices and identify the challenges in collecting and using data for active risk monitoring. Fig. 3 illustrates just a few of the inter-relationships for a tiny fraction of the network. The overall set of relationships is large and immensely complex, and has not been mapped yet, as far as the authors know. If we limit ourselves to view the Internet as an interconnection of Autonomous Systems (AS), a substantial effort has been spent to map the network of AS, as for instance in [61] [62] [63] . However, even for this limited case, no one claims to have a complete map.
Communications Networking Marketplace and Regulators
Hence, performing an adequate risk treatment of communications networks is extremely challenging, also because of missing information about:
• the propagation of the consequences of network failures through value chains and peering relationships between market actors; • an extensive number of commonalities among market actors due to mutual provisioning of underlaying services, common infrastructure, common OA&M (Operations, Administrations, and Maintenance) procedures, etc. An example of an attempt to help the end user managing the risk associated with these commonalities in a multi-provider, multi-technology mobile access setting, is represented by the suggestion to extend the media independent handover databases of the IEEE 802.21 standard with information about equipment supporting the individual access points and their dependability characteristics [64] . Such an approach is, however, far from sufficient to allow an overall risk assessment of services provided in a complex market.
In fact, regulators enforce international and domestic laws to determine requirements on operators providing public service. Two examples of the regulators' activities are the EU Directive on universal service [65] at the European level, and the body of telecommunications regulations defined by the FCC (Federal Communications Commission) in the US [66] . The aim of such regulations is to ensure the availability to the end users of affordable, good quality, and future-oriented services in a competitive framework. We can note that enabling risk assessment and risk management should also be one of the aims. We expect such regulation to define the operators obligations relevant to risk management. Note also that the requirements set by the regulators have significant impact on the ecosystem of networking companies, and thereby on the risk associated with the services provided. Such impact is not always a riskreducing one. For instance, the regulation on operators with a significant market power reduces the duplication of infrastructure, contributing to the overall efficiency of the telecommunication system. But such reduction makes the infrastructure more liable to failures and less available, with a subsequently increased risk. On the other hand, the regulators might use means to manage the social impact through special requirements for services related to national safety and provided to prioritized users. For example, in the FCC's National Broadband Plan [67] , the reliability and resiliency of communications networks are treated as important issues and will be addressed.
A number of ongoing activities in national and international bodies will have a significant impact on the risk associated with communications networks and services, e.g., by the FCC on network neutrality [68] , JAIPA (Japan Internet Providers Association) on packet shaping [69] , and ICANN (Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers) on Internet governance and addressing. Unfortunately, the risk issues are often not explicitly dealt with.
We must finally note that addressing the risks associated with communication networking in a societal context requires information about the network structure, about operational and commercial cooperation among service providers, and operational statistics to be available outside the individual market actors that originally own them. This is contrary to their current practice, which keeps much of this information confidential. Its diffusion will also cause additional costs, so that a resistance may be expected from the service providers themselves. Hence, if the public aim is controlling those risks, a firm and decisive approach from national and international bodies is required. This must be followed up by the standardization bodies in defining which information shall be disseminated, how, and by which format.
Network Design and Operation Practices
The usage of planning, operational and surveillance tools is quite often reflected by the maturity of the operator and, of course, by his economy. The tools depend on the technologies used and the services provided, as well as the operators organization. The varieties of tools support all parts of the network, like infrastructure (e.g., buildings), the logical and physical network elements and structures, as well as service management and provision. In order to assess and monitor risks, we need the total view of the network structure coming from all the tools, and all the information obtained from the working equipment and operations support systems. Dimensioning, scalability and effective dependability of a network are the result of the balance among conflicting requirements, due for example to the expected market structure, the user behavior, economical aspects, or risk issues (both investment and operational expenses). Most operators use quite simple rules of thumb for dimensioning and design to get the desired level of robustness in their networks (recall for instance the classification of recovery mechanisms given in Section 4.1).
For risk-aware networking the insight into the operation and maintenance processes used by the network operator is important.
The Human Factor in Operations
It is a common view in the networking domain that a high percentage of network failures is caused by human errors [70] . Therefore, it is highly relevant for risk-aware networking to understand, how human operators keep the 'invisible' infrastructure functioning. As one of very few studies in this area, we cite results of [71] . Twenty representatives of the staff operating the networks of a large national operator were interviewed and the answers were analyzed with the methodology described in [72] . The special work demands in hightech environments that are intrinsically implied by features of the work domain can be generally classified as being related either to its (1) dynamics, (2) complexity, or (3) uncertainty. These three dimensions covered and structured well also the features of the present domain.
Dynamics appears due to the network nature itself, that is: (i) high frequency of faults and disturbances, implied by the size of the network; (ii) continuous renewal of technology; (iii) network growth caused by new services, and as requirements for fast action of the staff. A reason for urgency may be the scale of disturbance, the criticality of the failure, and a strict SLA. The criticality of a fault must be found out quickly, and actions are often needed before the root cause of the disturbance is identified.
Complexity appears first as related to technologies: the staff of a large operator have to master a large set of technical concepts, products and versions. In addition to this, the operators must manage the historically produced complexity of the existing networks, including ownership and management relations.
Uncertainty is encountered on one hand as a technical constraint related for instance to the wear-out of hardware, hidden errors in software, differences in the implementation of standards and impossibility of exhaustive testing. On the other hand, the operators must often act on the basis of incomplete or flawed information, where additionally all effects of change at the network cannot be known beforehand. The uncertainty is escalated by activities changing the network where modifications are carried out simultaneously at several sites.
Erroneous acts were found at two levels: individual and organizational processes. As regards the work of an individual network staff member, haste, stress, handling several tasks simultaneously and night work, were identified as factors increasing the vulnerability of work performance. Two error types identified in work performances were: lapses and confusions, in particular during configuration and subcontractors works. The vulnerability of performance at organizational level seems to be caused by factors related to habit and culture, for example: meaningless repetitions, slackening of attention during work, neglecting of knowledge or instructions, as well as weakening of interest and motivation. In summary, the human factor in OA&M is an important risk factor and should be taken into account at the risk monitoring stage.
Data Collection for Risk Monitoring
Collection of dependability-related information for risk monitoring is of utmost importance for network operators. Though all operators collect huge amounts of data, the collection is aimed neither at reliability prediction nor at risk monitoring and assessment. Rather, this data is used for network and service provisioning, management, and OA&M tasks. In addition, there is no common approach in failure data collection among network operators and service providers. And, naturally, this data is not made available in the public domain. Hereafter, we provide a general description of the current state of data collection, based on our insight, and some guidelines on its requirements under a risk-aware approach. Fig. 7 is a simplified sketch of the risk-related data flow between networking market players and the users. The inter-relationships between the network operators and service providers illustrated in Fig. 3 , are depicted in Fig. 7 with the cloud crossing several network providers. The services are internal (delivered by the operator to its own end users) as well as external (provided to other operators).
As said in Section 3.3, service failures are a major source of risk in communications networks. The impact of failures for the service provider is determined by their multi-faceted consequences: lost traffic and corresponding revenues, penalties incurred by not meeting the SLA, or other indirect costs related to the operator's reputation. However, in a societal context, the impact of communication failures may be far larger than that suffered by the provider of the service. In Fig. 7 the impact is shown spanning several network providers and the society. Consequences beyond the scope of the operator are very difficult to assess, since they are tightly linked to individual users and the context in which the services are used. The expenses associated with impact, and its measurement, may differ significantly among the users. Furthermore, not all consequences can be measured by monetary terms.
Under a risk-aware approach, statistics of performance and faults in the network serve as the basis for service monitoring and strategic decisions on company operations, like the re-assessment of the risk framework. In many cases the collection of those statistics is defined by regulations, contracts, or agreements. Several sources collectively separated into internal and external ones are used for data collection. The configuration databases represent the physical and logical network and service provisioning of the planned and current state of the network. They must be maintained to make the information on network topology accessible and to reflect the interdependencies among resources in the network. The performance and faults statistics are stored in provisioning databases and provide information on the behavior of the network over time. Not only the network internal observations are sources for such data, but also interconnected networks and customers are relevant data sources. Careful attention must be paid to which data should be collected and stored, to balance the needed information against the amount of data to be stored and analyzed.
Using the collected data for risk monitoring bears considerable challenges. As noted in Section 3.2, dependencies between failure events are likely and the failure processes have a non-Markovian character. If the correlations between failures are to be analyzed, a lot of information is needed, including network topology, traffic handling or recovery mechanisms. Unfortunately, such information is fragmented among different data collection systems stemming from various operational requirements. In addition, data from different market actors must be considered jointly.
A minimal failure event record contains the following information pieces about the event:
• equipment identifier, • start time of the failure, and • repair time of the failure. In order to analyze the failures and possible correlations, the event data must be put into the context in which the event takes place. The context (network topology, etc.) should also be stored. The role of meta-data, that is the data crucial for the correct interpretation of the fault data, is underestimated and it is seldom stored in a comprehensive way. To properly address risk, one needs to have information about the process that gives rise to the failure statistics.
If network operators provide incident information, such as classification, root cause identification or priority, this data needs to be linked to the failure events. Such incident information is obtained under the most complete knowledge 9 and it cannot be reconstructed afterwards.
In data collection, one needs also to be aware of certain challenges that may be encountered in the analysis of the reliability data. One issue is that the most interesting data may be difficult to distinguish from erroneous information. For example, if downtime durations indicate heavy-tailed distribution (see Section 3.2), then the longest observed downtimes are very important observations. However, a long downtime duration may also result from an error in parsing the event information, or just from missing data. A fundamental problem is that network monitoring is typically implemented by using the very same network it is monitoring: its performance degrades if the underlying network degrades.
Physical equipment, software modules and system configurations are replaced, modified or changed quite frequently to meet traffic demands and functional requirements. This results in short unaltered periods of the systems compared to the time constants in their failure processes. Similarly, for cost efficiency and competitiveness, operation and maintenance have to adapt to new equipment/technology and the services provided. These continuous changes, add challenges to data analysis and risk management.
For the assessment of correlation and interdependencies, so important in risk analysis, the physical network topology can be extracted from the various databases, but the logical topology might be difficult to obtain. This makes it difficult to maintain a correct network view to correlate failures triggered by error propagation of common conditions/events. There are several commercial systems on the market to perform tasks in data collection and in failure correlation, such as for example Hewlett-Packard OpenView and TeMIP or IBM Tivoli. However, none of them makes data easily accessible for risk assessment or enables (semi)automated risk management.
Conclusions
Throughout this work, we have characterized, with varying levels of maturity, risk-related approaches for the design and operation of dependable networks. We claim that the basic needs to be addressed by the research community to serve the industry, business, and society are the following:
Establishment of studies on risk-aware communications networks. Table 3 presents different networking aspects from this standpoint.
Multi-level approach to risk management (e.g., multicarrier, multi-technology, multi-service, multi-metric). Risk-awareness is not limited only to the design of the operator's own infrastructure. It must take into account different building blocks of the service, where various dimensions are represented. For example, operational aspects to be covered involve: roaming agreements, multi-homing issues, CAT bonds usage, or even maintenance of the user equipment as a part of the network 10 . Complex value chain. The proper risk-aware design of networks involves a very large set of interacting partners. The complexity of those interactions makes it difficult to determine the details of their cooperation, especially as it is desirable that the risk-aware attitude is adopted not only by an individual player, but by the whole community of operators. The issue is hindered by the fact that risk-awareness is related to the steadily ongoing cyclic process of risk framing, assessment, response, and monitoring. Such difficulties are reflected, for example, in the definition of SLAs, where we have a variety of approaches to service provisioning guarantees against an abstract umbrella that is determined by regulatory or standardization bodies. Introduction of riskawareness would involve emphasis also on development of more sophisticated SLA if necessary. 
